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mpus Radio

lions Unite
Wells
Lutheran Sunday joined
thirteen other university and
radio stations from across
to establish a new union of
broadcasters. Tentatively
"Canadian Campus Radio"
the group at this time plans
tape exchanges and a
newsletter and eventually
form a powerful union
its members may
deal with their com-

station manager
uackrory, who helped
and chair the radio
explained the importance
radio and of such a
CCR.
radio stations, he said,
in existence now in
university and
college in Canada,
"an alternative to the shit
being put out by the
professionals in radio",
is a significant role in
such as Kitchenera large population
is totally ignored by the
mming of the
radio stations.
catering to a specifically
, campus stations
offer more widespread
ming for the outside
listenership whose
not provided for in the
variety offered by
radio.

Commission

Campus broadcasters are fast
realizing the potential they have to
be a significant alternative to
professional radio, as witnessed by
the number of stations applying for
licences to broadcast into the
community on the AM and FM
bands. However, problems are
arising inside the radio stations
because of lack of d.. ection and
lack of communication with their
counterparts on other campuses.
"Up to now we have been fluttering around in the dark", said
Mackrory. "We have certainly
received no direction from the
CRTC, who have patted us on the
head and that's all."
An organization such as the
newly-formed Canadian Campus
Radio can help campus radio
stations find direction and, with
the power of their union behind
them, combat the "misuse of
media" perpetuated by the CRTC.
"Campus radio has CRTC by the
neck if only they can get together
to work on it," said Mackrory.
A similar organization existed
for a brief five months in 1970. The
Ontario Association of Campus
Broadcasters concentrated on
much the same things-tape and
news exchange, bulk buying of
equipment, and sorting out of
financial problems-but collapsed
quickly due to petty politics, lack
of trust between the members and
a general lack of communication
and continuity.
This time, however, the group is
off to a better start with CCR. An
atmosphere of co-operation and
trust has already been established
and the technicalities of operation
sorted out.
Radio Lutheran is willing to take
the initiative in organizing a
subsequent conference of all those
interested members sometime
early in the new year here in
Waterloo.
The success of the union,
however, will ultimately depend on
the commitment of its members
and their interest in making
Canadian Campus Radio a
powerful concern.

. ..-

The Hawk and Western Mustangs put everything on the line Saturday but the Hawks came away with the
OUAA championship and a trip to Halifax. As this shot shows it wasn't easy.
photo by M. Wells

HAWKS TRIUMPHANT
ON THEIR WAY
TO HALIFAX
by Brian Stephenson

By beating the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs 38-27
last weekend the Golden Hawks
have earned the right to represent
the OUAA in the Atlantic Bowl on
Saturday. Their opposition will be
the University of St. Mary's
Huskies, winners of the Bluenose
Conference for the second straight
year.
The Hawks and Huskies have
already met once this year in
exhibition play and in that encounter the Hawks came up short
dropping a 16-7 decision. In that
game the Hawks drew first blood
by scoring their only touchdown
the first time that they got the ball.
Come to think of it, they do that
nearly every game.
....

Mter that, the offence broke
down and could not muster a
sustained attack. However, the
game was not decided until the last
minute when the Huskies scored
their second touchdown.
The Huskies, according to the

st Concert Yet
the usual barrage of
following Isaac Hayes'
IIDOearance at his scheduled
Wednesday November 8, it
blished that he really
due to inclement
and delayed due to
customs. More imis liable for all
had incurred in
the abortive concert,
to Hamilton last
SAC representatives
money in the bank.
circumstances

Isaac Hayes concert, has led to the
outbreak of a myriad of rumours
and conjectures. We at the Cord
feel it is incumbant of us to quash
some of these rumours and set the
record straight.
The history of the concert dates
back to the spring, when the
University of Waterloo had
decided to embark on a series of
big name concerts. U of W had
obtained the services of promotor
Joe Reecha who went to New York
to line up the concerts. The major

Hawk coaching staff, are the
biggest team that the Hawks have
faced all season. Their defensive
tackles go 260 and 280 pounds
respectively. Behind these two
pillars the Huskies have given up
less than 10 points per game as
they went undefeated this season.
Offensively, the Huskies have
averaged over 25 points a game
behind the quarterbacking of Bill
Robinson. His passing attack
should prove to be a challenge to
the Hawk defence. In the
exhibition game he completed over
half his pass attempts.
However, since their first encounter, the Hawk defence has had
plenty of time to work on their pass
defence. Nearly every team has
thrown on at least half of it's offensive plays. Our defence should
give the Huskies a tough time if
they try to pass that much against
us.
The Hawk coaching staff has
improved greatly since the first
encounter. Coach Newborough and

- No

his assistant spotters have been
doing a creditable job of finding
the weaknesses of the opposition.
This factor was particularly
notable in the Western game when
the Hawks exploded in the second
half. On field level, Coach Smith
has been responsible for relating
the good news from up top to the
players.
The punt-return team is still
over-due to score a touch-down.
They did a very good job against
Western considering they were up
against one of the best punters in
Canada.
Never having seen the Huskies
perform, it is difficult to estimate
their potential. It should be a very
good game; however, the difference in the calibre of football
from our conference to theirs
should sway the balance. My
prediction is a wide open game, but
a Lutheran victory of 17 points: 2710.
The game is being broadcast on
CBC network starting at 1 o'clock.

Loss

the time were Yes, Isaac Hayes, lost approximately $7,000 on the
Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Ike concert.
Because of this debacle, it was
and Tina Turner, and Edgar
Winter. Yes and Edgar Winter necessary for U of W to sell off the
were confirmed, but Emerson, remaining three concerts on a first
Lake and Palmer backed out come first serve basis to a
because of some prior com- university or any promotor in
mitment. Isaac Hayes promised to Kitchener-Waterloo. Edgar
perform provided that at least Winter, Isaac Hayes and Yes were
three bookings were made for him. three concerts available at the
U of W chose Ike and Tina Turner time. The University of Waterloo
against everybody's advice. The eventually reclaimed Edgar
concert was horrendously ad- Winter and Yes.
Brian Slaney, Director of
vertised: the promotion for it
began only three days before the Student Activities

went to SAC president, Peter
Catton who definitely wanted the
concert. The university administration issued a flat "no" to
the question of bringing a
promoter on campus. The U of W
had actually wanted Isaac Hayes
over the other two concerts, but
WLU had definitely confirmed the
show. There was a fixed ticket
price, with half the money from the
Lutheran concert to go to the U of
W. There was a general agreement
to give a dollar off each ticket.
"The show was not promoted at
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Pub with BRUTUS
SUB Ballroom
18pm
$1.00 WLU, $1.50 others
"The Adding Machine"
by Elmer Rice
Theatre Auditorium
8:30pm
$1.00 students, $1.75 others
Festival of Locally-Made Films
Kitchener Library Auditorium
7 : 30pm
free
"The Importance of Being Ear
nest"
by Oscar Wilde
UofW Humanities Theatre
8 : 30pm
$1.25
(Nov. 16-19, Nov. 23-26)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17

Movies
(Taking Off...Can Heironymu
Merkin Ever Forget Mere)
Humppe and Find True Hap
pi ness)
SUB Ballroom

-a recular feature listing campus and community events.
Submissions are invited from groups. clubs and organizations.
Deadline for submissions is 9 a.m. Tuesday preceding date of
publication. Contact Pat Stickley at the Cor~2990 or 8842991.

7:30pm
$1.00 WLU, $1.25 others
"The Adding Machine"
(same as Thursday)
Film Festival
(same as above)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18
" The Adding Machine"
(same as Thursday)
Movies
(same as Friday)

Chess Club
3-309 and 3-313
7 : 30pm
kiay Lib Meeting
UofW C.C. 113
8pm
everyone welcome
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Radio Lutheran meeting
Willison Lounge, SUB
7:00pm
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Movies
(same as Friday)
Waterloo Jewish Students
Organization-Hillel Games
Night- cards, scrabble, chess
group games, etc.
refreshments
UofW Campus Centre 113
8 pm

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20

Chess Club
3-309 and 3-313
7:30pm
Career Talks
Careers in Law
1E1
6-700pm

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23

Academic Awards Night
1El
8 :00pm

UP FOR GRADS
The followmg companies will be present on campus dur
the next few weeks. Prospective graduates who w1sh to have
appointment with one or more of the company representatives
are requested to arrange an appointment through the
Placement Office and leave a copy their resume sheet at the
Placement Office at least 3 days prior to the interview datt
Placement literature is available for students m the Placeme
Office.
November 20th
November 21st

Ernst & Ernst
Canad1an General Electnc
Price Waterhouse
Delo1tte, Hask1ns & Sells

November 22nd

Thorne, Gunn & Company
Clarkson, Gordon & Company

November 23rd

Touche, Ross & Company
Clarkson, Gordon & Company

November 24th

Clarkson, Gordon & Company
Public Service Comm1ssior
(SOCIO-EconomiC)

November 22nd 6.00-7.00 p.m.

Careers m Law

Room 2E5

Cord staff meeting
Thursday 7 p.m.
Cord Office

Brewed from pure spt1ng water:
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Two Years Later

~tudents

Vote on Faculty Contracts

pany
Company

by Les Francey
Two years ago, student parity in
ilffll'ing and rehiring of faculty at
university erupted into a
1jor issue on campus. At that
.e, Joel Hartt, a professor of
tdosophy here was denied tenure
the administration for what
:!ley termed "economic reasons".
~ question was raised about
mlent involvement in deciding
.to should be fired and who should
~rehired, mainly because Joel
3arttwas fired against the wishes
i many of his students and

pany
Company

controversy
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ells
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from page 1
said Joe Reecha, the promoter
the concert. "There was a bare
.::Jllllum of advertising, with only
two or three people involved
promotion. In order to put
a successful concert there
be at least twenty five
working at promoting the

• "Mii.nuPrl

The University of Western

had originally arranged to
the back up group for the
concert. However, due to
~hnical problems the group
WJable to make it for the
Finally an orchestra was
Jabled out of Hamilton for the
the Isaac Hayes' entourage
supposed to show up Sunday,
lor some obscure reason, did
appear until Tuesday. Hayes,
never been known for his
of rehearsals, was not
to arrive in Toronto until
pm on the day of the conwas expected to arrive in
early that evening.
eight thirty
and Slaney began to
that something was wrong.
' entourage began using
or stall plays in hope that
would arrive during this
For example, their first form
;rocrastination was to complain
the improper lighting in the
..-:orium. After the lights were
the group's emcee resorted
a dissertation, in which
the audience for
paper on the stage. After
emcee called for ten
mlermission.
ll! Reecha and Brian Slaney
not fooled by all of this and
to put in an emergency
lo Fred Jones, Isaac Hayes'
It was discovered that
had r~eived a phone call
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because he himself was an outspoken advocate of student
representation on faculty and
administration committees.
The administration argued that
students were not mature enough
to handle the responsibilities involved in making decisions about
the broader issues of running the
university.
Because the contracts of some
professors in the psychology
department have run out this year,
and the psych. department is one
vy

rain fall in New York. Isaac Hayes
had somehow managed to get a
plane to Buffalo, from where he
would proceed to London where
Jones had driven to pick him up. At
10 :25, Hayes had still not arrived,
because he was unable to get
through immigration quickly
enough. At this point Reecha and
Slaney decided that it would be
wise to cancel the show.
"It was essentially a tactical
move on our part" Reecha said
afterwards, "the school could
conceivably have lost somewhere
between $6000 and $8000 if we had
decided to continue. Fred Jones
had assured us that we would be
reimbursed fully for all the costs
involved in putting the concert
together, including the K-W
Auditorium fees . It was clearly
stated in clause 17 of the contract
that if the principle figure did not
appear the show would not "go
on" . Reecba went on to say that
Hayes could only cancel forty-five
days prior to the date of the concert. Hayes is now responsible for
paying the backup group and Hot
Buttered Soul out of his own
pocket.
This had been the first time that
Isaac Hayes had cancelled a
concert. Hayes, along with his
entourage, did not want any adverse publicity circulating to the
effect that Hayes was a problem
entertainer, and they were more
than willing to pay the costs
without going through legal
channels.
Brian Slaney, who has taken part
in organizing concerts for six
years, was candid in expounding
his opinions concerning the Isaac
Hayes concert. "Students want
everything, but don't want to do
anything for it," said Slaney.
"There were more people on
campus who bought pub tickets,

which has acheived studentfaculty parity, this particular
department is an important one to
watch to see with what success the
concept of parity has transformed
itself into reality.
Three faculty members in the
department of psychology at
Lutheran are up for tenure this
year and four members of the
same department are up for
contract renewal.
Tenure means that the faculty
member is signed to a contract
with the university which is a
lifelong bond, that is, he can never
be dismissed unless adequate
proof is shown for his complete
incompetence. Contract renewal
means that a faculty member
signs a contract with the university
extending
his
stay
here
than bought tickets to Isaac Hayes.
I believe we sold exactly 390 tickets
on campus for the Isaac Hayes
concert. I recommend th~t we get
out of the concert business. We
might as well put on a thousand
dollar group and a pub, and lose six
hundred rather than promoting a
major group, expecting any help
from WLU's apathetic students".

in the capacity of a teacher for at
least 2 more years, after which he
automatically becomes a candidate for tenure.
The three faculty members up
for tenure in the psychology
department are: Dr. Ashley, Mr.
Aurbach, and Dr. Bennet. The four
members whose contracts are to
be renewed this year are : Mr.
Marc Barnes, Dr. Binding, Miss
Pauline Lamothe, and Dr. St.
Claire-Smith.
As in all the departments of the
university, when a faculty member
becomes a candidate for tenure or
contract renewal a Departmental
Committee
makes
recommendations as to whether or not
the university should allow him to
remain. This recommendation is
taken by the chairman of the
department to either the
University Tenure Committee-in
the case of tenure applications-or
to the Academic Vice President
and the Dean of Arts and Sciences,
in the case of contract renewal.
The recommendations made by
the departmental committee is
usually the decision reached by
either the tenure committee or the
Academic Vice President and the
Dean of Arts and Science.
In the psych . department,
student parity on the Departmental Committee is a reality. The

committee consists of five faculty
members, along with at least four,
and perhaps as many as seven
students.
The Departmental Committee is
made up of three faculty members
who review all the professors in the
psych. department - Or .
Morgenson, Dr. Hellyer, and Dr.
Schaeffer-along with two other
faculty members of the department chosen by the professor who
is up for tenure or contract
renewal.
The students who make up the
rest of the committee reviewing all
the professors are Gail Czukar and
David Hallman,-plus there are at
least two and perhaps five
representatives from the Student
Renewal Committee for each
professor.
Student representation in the
hiring or firing of faculty can be
seen. Naturally, discussing the
future of a particular person can
be a serious matter. In the psych.
department, the students have the
opportunity to respond to the
responsibility at hand.
Although, in actual fact, the
Departmental Committee does not
make the final decision, its
recommendations are usually
turned into the final decision by the
administration.
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GALL FOR 'LRBRTT'S BLUE'

THE
CORD
WEEKLY
OTTAWA (CUP)--Qn November 5,
delegates from about 40 Canadian
universities and community
colleges established a new national
student union, but not before
representatives from Quebec and
the Atlantic provinces had walked
out.
Creation of the National Union of
Students Association Nationale des
Etudiants (NUS ANES) followed
three days of protracted, and
sometimes tedious debate on a
constitution proposed by a fourmember steering committee, set
up at a previous conference at
Windsor last May.
But the fledgling organization's
future is uncertain because
potential members must conduct
referendums on their campuses
before being allowed to join.
Although a few student councils
have already authorized their
delegates to join the new union,
only Simon Fraser University has
conducted
the
necessary
referendum.
Delegates authorized the
"central committee" or executive
of the NUS to solicit grants from
potential members to finance its
formative stages. The only committment made at the conference
was a grant of $1000 from the
University of British Columbia
student-council.
The conference was perhaps the
largest gathering of Canadian
student council representatives
since the dissolution of the old
Canadian Union of Students (CUS)
in 1969.

Impasse over
Representation

Thursday, November 16,
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Ontario, but it was amended to a
modified representation by
population formula after the
walkout.
The Atlantic provinces wanted
representation from provincial
organizations, with each province
having equal voting power. The
Maritimers
feared
the
organization could become controlled . by Ontario and Quebec
under
representation
by
population with insufficient attention paid to Atlantic region
problems. They also claimed
representation by institution would
result in too unwieldy a body.
Having been voted down overwhelmingly (16-73-8) Friday,
November 3, the Atlantic delegates
supported the Quebec proposal,
but it was defeated by a vote of 'l:l54-11, Saturday morning.
A compromise then began to
emerge as Ontario and British
Columbia delegates appeared
willing to allow each province the
right to appoint its members to
NUS as it chose. A measure to
allow schools to give their regional
or provincial associations their
proxy votes gained wide support
and was eventually passed.
Although the delegates came
close to agreement on methods of
delegate selection, the conference
floundered over the allocation of
delegates to various regions and
provinces.
The two dissenting regions
immediately caucussed. Delegates
were sharply divided on whether
the new proposal was acceptable.
Then, Carleton University student
council president Bruce Cameron,
who served on the national
steering committee, entered the
caucus room with a compromise
proposal. The proposal, which
originated with some BC
delegates, could have united the
delegates because the QuebecMaritimes caucus gladly accepted
it, but its failure amid angry
recriminations wrecked NUS as an
initially
Canada-wide
organization.

"It seems that your choice to
make love or make war
Depends which you think
you're best equipped for."
-David Buskin .....

Hawks Win
Fans lose

The Cord Weekly is published by Ill
Student Board of Publications
corporated of Waterloo Luthera
University. Editorial opinions are
dependent of the University, Students
Administrative Counci l and the Board
Publications. The Cord is a member
the Canadian Un ivers ity Press service.

of this hunt yeilded more bottles
that one is likely to see in a pub
where drinking really should occur.
Overall, the action of those
drunken, irrational slobs was
disgusting and absolutely insulting
to the name and reputation of both
schools. The day was a day for
football. Cheering your team on to
victory is permissable and in fact
admirable, but hurling insults and
alchohol at the fans on the other
side is the worst display of
childish behavior imaginable.
Strangely enough, these things
happen at most Canadian College
Football games. Why'?
When a person reaches an institution of higher learning, it is
generally assumed that their
capacity to reason is somewhat
superior to that of people who don't
come this far. Perhaps these
displays by the students attending
college football games means that
too much is being assumed. It is
evident that these behaviors are
not reasonable by any standard of
the word reasonable.
For those who feel that one
should have fun at a football game,
the argument is well taken.
However, fun can still be obtained
without alchohol- the entertainment of the game should
suffice; without verbal insultscheering your team on to victory
should suffice;- and without
physical violence- the game of
football is violent enough.
For those who participated in
astoundingly childish acts on
saturday (and fortunately these
were in the minority, I hope)
GROW UP.
Astudent

Dear Editor:
The recent championship
football game between the W.L.U.
Golden Hawks and U.W.O.
Mustangs ended decisively and all
here at W.L.U. are proud of our
team. However, the actions of the
fans who attended the game leave
some doubt in the minds of more
reasonable men of the sanity of
some of the people who claim to be
students at an institution of higher
education.
To one who was sitting in the
stands at Seagrams Stadium last
Saturday it seemed that reason
had fled the vicinity, if indeed it
existed in the minds of some of the
people there at all. As soon as one
entered the stadium, his ears were
beseiged by filthy language, hurled
from both ends of the stands like
pucks at a game of shinny. The
language which was used, most
reasonable people learn in
childhood and discard as better
vocabulary takes over during the
years of intensive education i.e.
grammer school. This sort of
verbal fisticuffs indulged in at the
game continued throughout the
entire afternoon neither side of the
combattants seemingly aware of
the main reason for being where
they were that afternoon, if they
were aware of anything at all.
Every so often, perhaps 2 or 3
minutes, the verbal insults turned
into physical violence. These fights
often resulted in mass confusion
and very poor viewing conditions
for those few fans who really
wanted to watch their team (or
lose).
Last Letter
During some of those moments
of confusion the University of Dear Editor :
With reference to your response
Waterloo security guards began
confiscating empty or not so empty to the Comment in the November
containers of alchohol. The results 2, issue of llie Cord Weekly, I find

The Quebec-Atlantic provinces
walkout occurred after delegates
reached a bitter impasse over
methods of membership in the new
union.
Quebec representatives, who
came from the English-speaking
universities and some English and
French CEGEPS, demanded
representation based on region.
Loyola, which introduced the
delegates, who had strongly
proposal wanted all NUS delegates
rejected the r~gionalism concept,
to be appointed by regional student Quebec and
caucussed and produced a plan for
unions, with all five regions of
Maritimes Walk Out modified rep by poJ>--()ne vote for
Canada having equal voting
every 5000 students in an inpower. They were especially
The Cameron plan would have stitution or fraction thereof.
adamant that their representation allowed each province to deterThe Atlantic delegates angrily
come from the growing · Front des mine its mode of representation
Etudiants du Quebec (FEQ), but would have divided the size of rejected this plan and McGill and
rather than from individual in- representation as follows: 6 Bishop's universities made a
stitutions.
percent to each of the four Atlantic counter-proposal which the
The Loyala proposal drew on the provinces, 20 percent to Quebec, 20 prairies and many in Ontario and
example of FEQ where Quebec is percent to Ontario, 7 percent to BC found equally unacceptable.
The plan called for a Ioo-member
divided into six regional govern- each of the three prairie provinces
organizational assembly of which
ment bodies. The regions elect a and 15 percent to BC.
30 delegates would be chosen on
maximum of 100 delegates to a
general
assembly,
but
Immediately after the Saturday the basis of three per province, and
representation is not based on lunch break, delegates over- 70 would be allocated by provincial
whelmingly approved the Guelph student population. Cameron
population. Montreal has about 60 declaration. Cameron then in- accepted it.
percent of the students but only 30 troduced his plan, but it was imassembly delegates and other
But the proposal contained a
regions have at least eleven. The mediately attacked for giving contentious preamble which said
Quebec delegates contended that over-representation to the Atlantic "recognizing that representation
the method prevents one power provinces.
by institution is an artificial and
bloc from controlling the
"If the Maritime provinces are unjust standard, and that
organization. Each region must going to get 24 per cent of the representation by strict population
meet before an assembly meeting votes then I wonder if they are is equally prejudicial." The
to develop positions scheduled for willing to pay 24 per cent of the preamble antagonized delegates
fees," Susan Geason, addiscussion at the assembly.
ministrative assistant of the who wanted strict institutional
The proposed constitution called University of Toronto part-time representation and appeared to
polarize them against any regional
for representation from individual student council said.
institutions based on two votes per
The University of Alberta percentage proposal.
school. The plan was favoured by threatened to withdraw if the
from
L_________________~m~os
~
t ~~.~~~~~
lli~e~~~~ -dUMM~M-~
a~
ss
~e~db-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ e

McGill proposal out of order.
Cameron challenged the chair but
the ruling was upheld 49 to 19, with
20 delegate votes, mostly from the
Maritimes, abstaining.
At this point, Dawson CEGEP
from Montreal walked out, saying
"this conference has proven to us
that the federal · concept of
representation within the present
boundaries of Canada cannot
permit democratic process."
Amid considerable uproar and
confusion, Cameron' s original
percentage proposal was rejected
and the prairie rep by pop plan was
accepted.

myself compelled to request
clarification of your attitudes.
First, let me say that, in mt
opinion, "The Seven Words It'
Can Never Say On Televisioo.
are, with the possible exceptioo
motherfucker, neither obsceneDII'
particularly dirty. (I personal!
find the notion of a person til
resorts to sexual intercourse
his mother rather repulsm
However, I do feel that them
are, in themselves, vulgar. Makq
physical love, with all its at
notations, is a beautiful thing, lao
sure you will agree. Fucking
simply vulgar.
From the Comment, it appem
that there are people attendq
Waterloo Lutheran Univers
whose personal standards areSlXI
that vulgarity makes them ~~'
comfortable. After all, the oob
reference in their letter is to hi
taste. I wonder why you feel it 1
necessary, indeed mandatory thlt
such people should change thlr
personal standards. Is vulganl!
now to be considered a virtue'
I agree that words such 11
"pain", " hurt" and "kill" m
perhaps the ultimate in dirt)
words. And I agree that 111
collective energies should b!
devoted to banning those wri
and the things lliey represeli
Therefore, I find a crusade ~
popularize vulgarity a serm
waste of energy, a sac
misassessment of priorities 11111
very difficult to understand.
Of course, it may be thatyoufli
that in the long run it will be eas111
to make Fuck acceptable than
will be to make hurt unacceptal*.
In that case, your reply II
Disgusted is simply a rathl!
disjointed defense of laziness.
Your clarification of the pciDb
raised in my letter will be •
preciated.
NeiUioriMI

Constitution Adopted
And proceed they did. Throlf
more than five hours of see~
endless wrangles over arne!»
ments to the propo~ed cc·
stitution ; some major, but liM'S
minor. The constitution was ott
finally adopted until late Sundir
morning.
The remammg deiega
changed the proposed name utb!
organization from Naho
Association of Students to Natiooal
Union of Students. The m
·•association" was retained tn tb!
French for translation JlUI'P(m
They also adopted Declaratioo
the Canadian Student, 11h
formerly served as part of tb!
Canadian Union of Students
constitution.

Immediately after the eastern
walkout, most of the 11 Quebec
delegations left.
Chairman
Boisvert left with them, to be
In the context of this year
replaced by David Dick from UBC. struggle against governme
"We've got to start somewhere," ordered fee increases and studts
Simon Fraser representative and award difficulties, the declarabl
steering committee member seemed particularly appropriatt
Michael Warsh said. "We must It includes the clause, "'I'll
continue to form this organization Canadian student has the right
and by starting small, we will build be free to continue his educa
our strength. I urge the remaining without any material, econcar.
delegates mostly from Ontario, ·the social or psychological barri«s,
prairies and BC to remain am created by the absence of
proceed. "____________equality of essential condi ·
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What Future Has
CUSO in Africa?
by Eugene Agu-onwumere

ctrSO was born out of the desire
:n the part of the Canadian
government to assist developing
r.ations with trained personnel in
lhe educational, economic and
IOCial spheres. It is these
dlaritable motives, actuated by
lhe love of their fellow man and a
1esire to help the poor, that have
attracted thousands of College
graduates to enrol in CUSO.

However, many of these young
people go with little background
tnowledge and only vague
thoughts about the countries they
re visiting and this has led to
much misunderstanding and even
hostility between the CUSO
•olunteers and the countries they
ore supposed to be helping.
For mstance, in recent months
;here have been sensational
~eadlines
in the national
~e11-spapers in Africa, which have
teen attracting attention, the
leadlines expressing the general
sentiment: "CUSO GO HOME". In
Jther words, the suspicion is
reated that CUSO is neo-
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imperialism in disguise. Even
without looking at this sentiment
as merely emanating from
disgruntled elements of the intelligentsia of the developing
nations, or as a communistinspired propaganda, one has got
to give a serious thought to the
grievances of some of the host
countries on this issue.
First, it is strongly believed that
some young volunteers are often
embarrassed to see that the people
of whom they though as savages
from backward places, are actually far more sophisticated than
themselves. From this point the
volunteer finds himself in a
paradox.
Again, it is understood that
many of the volunteers know little
about their own country and so are
often accused of biases and contradictions. For example, some of
the volunteers are from such little
communities as New Dundee,
Elmira and Preston, and have
rarely been to such strategic
places as Ottawa, Toronto and

Montreal. Their only sight of these
places might have been on the day
they boarded the plane to their host
country. In other words, some only
know their university and its
surroundings, and this is particularly dangerous for a volunteer
serving in a country that has a
federal system of government. A
lot of information is expected from
a Canadian about his own system
and structure of federalism, which
no doubt should be backed up by
concrete knowledge.
Secondly, it is often alleged that
the young volunteers do not understand the values of other
peoples, and thus engage in
ethnocentrism. Because they are
young, they do not understand that
their reaction to a given situation
is always noticed, and that to a
great extent this is due to their
colour, which makes them a target
in the midst of coloured people.
It is imperative that volunteers
make some adjustments and
compromises to suit the taste of
their host country. They are not
asked to give up the culture which
has been secularised to them from
birth, but they should respect the
existing norms of the societies they
intend to serve.

cautious, otherwise there will be
danger of running into conflict with
the natives.
Furthermore,
the
permissiveness of western society has
to an extent influenced the external appearance and dress of
CUSO volimteers, but is it appreciated in their host country,
where rigid discipline amongst the
youths is greatly practised? A
volunteer who comes to the
classroom everyday with rough
blue-jeans on obviously gives an
awkward appearance to his class
pupil, because education in these
societies is still considered a way
of moulding the outlook of the
younger ones. Therefore a
volunteer often seen in such attire
represents
a
symbol
of
irresponsibility
and
not
enlightenment.
The third point is totally
economic. It is a fact that
Canadian income per capita
cannot be compared with that of a
developing nation. Canadian income is greater by far and
edClcation is free to a considerable
extent, but this is not the case in
Africa. These governments do not
have the resources to make
education free yet. Therefore
education takes the highest
priority in family budgeting, and
only a few can afford it. One
complaint is that some volunteers
do not recognize the existing text-

Many of the African countries
are close societies, where much
emphasis is placed on religious
beliefs. It is in such societies that a
volunteer should be extremely

books in the institutions where they
teach, especially in sciences, and
they recommend American texts,
mostly at the expense of the
families of their school pupil, who
have meagre incomes. Such acts
often lead to the suspicion that
CUSO is out to influence the people
in a harmful way.
The officials responsible for
organising orientation courses for
volunteers should extend the
orientation period to more than
what is existing at present. Six
weeks is insufficient to impart a
practical knowledge of a
developing society to a volunteer.
Further, the volunteers should do
as much as they can to adapt
themselves in a little way to the
existing norms of the societies they
serve in, and not to set themselves
up as cultural ambassadors. We
are all aware of the facts that spelt
the doom of the peace corps in
Africa. However, there has been no
case of a CUSO volunteer engaging
in any act of subversion and
prejudice.
The CUSO regional co-ordinators
should from time to time conduct
an opinion survey amongst a few
citizens in their host countries in
order to understand the extent that
this work is appreciated. If these
handicaps could be approached
with methodical thoroughness and
attention to details, CUSO will no
doubt emerge as a group of people
united to help humanity.

OFS Demonstration On
Toronto (CUP) -Ontario would participate as much as they and students ... today," Barnes
I!Udtnts will demonstrate against could.
declared .
However, the council was
.t:on fees and loan hikes outside
"We will give students a chance
reluctant to support the action with to vote with their feet," Barnes
~n's Park at the opening of the
tario legislature Nov. 21.
the small interest shown on the said. He is "fairly optimistic we
The turnout may be small, campus on the issue of tuition and can get a turnout that will give
iWCver, since three large student the loan hikes. Only 15 percent of government some indications of
.::ons have refused to participate. the student body voted in the OFS how students feel."
,e Umversity of Toronto, referendum on the issue.
The initial reaction to VUSAC's
:!lversity of Western Ontario, and
Meanwhile at U ofT, the Victoria proposal has been favourable, he
~~een's University represenCollege Students' Administrative said.
tives \'Oted against the action at Council <VUSAC > executive has
U of T SAC may reconsider their
~Ontario Federation of Students
decided to take over the task of decision at this week's council
•FSl meeting in late October.
trying to organize a demonstration meeting, according to George
Since the meeting both U of T's from the main SAC.
Strathy, Law SAC representative.
:Jdent administative council
VUSAC president Gord Barnes
OFS general co-ordinator Craig
~C) and Queen's student council
said Tuesday Oct. 31 the executive Heron said Oct. 31 the demonrevoted against participating in was angry with SAC's decision. He stration is definitely on, with or
demonstration. UWO's student is sending a letter to all U of T without U of T participation. He
ooncil has not made a decision campus student councils asking told SAC last week that the with.:cemany council members have them to "commit yourselves to this drawal of the largest student body
action to the greatest possible in the province, in addition
~gned lately and have not yet
~n replaced.
extent".
Western and Queen's student
The University of 'Waterloo
The letter states Barnes thinks councils, might have scuttled the
x;ncil decided Oct. 25 not to "U of T's participation in such a plans.
1port the demonstration either. demonstration is a necessary and
tempting to comply with OFS integral component of the
~Jests for a "united front" ,
province-wide fees action". The
'11!1cil dedded that if a demon- fees issue is "simply the most
SKI & SPORT aNTR£
ilion is called, Waterloo people critical to confront the university
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GRAND OPENING
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Donations are coming in for Auction WLU, but more are still needed. The
auction is Friday, November 24 at 7:30pm in the Theatre-Auditorium.
Come out and furnish your apartment or make your room in residence
more liveable.
photo by M. Wells
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AMERICA
Under Attack from Within
I he American people may never know
the <omplete story of the polit1callyt>xplos1ve Watergate mcident.
SPvf'n mPn have now been 1nd1cted in
<onnection w1th
the ra1d on the
IJpmocratic Party headquarters 1n June,
but mvest1gation of their other act1v1ties
has been hampered by the political nature
of t hP offences.

1hP men- two of them officially
onnected to the N1xon admmistrat1onmay bP operatives for a conspiracy by
PIPments 1n the Wh1te House, the Central
lntPIIigence Agency, and a Cuban exile
group based in M1am1.
1 he W.1tergate raid was reported as only
one of a series of polit1cally insp1red
t•ntPrprises conducted by the group
Open to speculation is whether those
oth<>r art1v1t1es mcluded the plannmg of a
polit1cal coup, as outlined m statements
l<1~l yPar by Los Angeles agent provocateur
I ou1s l.1Ckwood.

t

At least one 'conspiracy Investigator",
,\\,1P Brussel, believes m th1s possibil1ty,
.mel has openly stated that conviction
~our of the
men were plannmg
dPmonstrat1ons at the Republican party
<onvent1on 1n August, s1milar to those
dP~cnbed by Tackwood which, if they
wPre successful, would have resulted m a
m11itary reg1me assum1ng powf'r 1n the
United ~tates
I he possibilities and consequences of
such ,m operation can only be gauged
trom a study of related events wh1ch
pr<'Cc>ded the Watergate mcident.

I or some years the Un1ted States
government has followed a policy of
mutmg d1ssent agamst 1tself
Many of the charges levelled by the
governmPnt against mil 1tant rad1ca l
organiLations are the resu lt of mc1dents
planned and executed by an agency of the
governmPnt 1tself.
· llw government's theory," says New
York Civil Liberties Un 1on counsel Eve
( ary, "IS that if an mdividual or md1v1duals
\\Jnt to comm1t a crime, they are as guilty
,,., 1f they had comm itted 1t
' If the government agent does not
prov1de them w1th the means of acting on
their demes, they will find some other
nwans of carrymg them out.
' ThPrefore, the agent IS JUStified in
provoking them mto action. Provocation is
,, nwans of catching enemies before they
lwcomP dangerous"
One of the latest examples is the
BPrngan < ase, 1n wh1ch the late FBI
thrt>ctor J Ldgar Hoover revealed .. a plot to
kidnap ,1 h1gh government offic1al", HPnry
1-.i ... singPr
llw Harnsburg Seven were
t~rqu1tted on the charge but two of the
dPfPndants, I ather Philip Bc>rngan and
~l'tPr I htdbeth McAiistPr, were convicted
on sPvPn counts of smuggling and attPmptmg to o,muggle letters out of a
tPderdl prison
I hP dPIPnSP charged that the smuggling
ol lPttPrs V\<lS a mmor offense which
usually nwrits no penalty at all, and that
tlw · rPt~l offender" m the case was Boyd ~
Douglas Jr , the ~B I agent mformer who
de tually c arriPd the letters m and out of

Lew1sburg prison The charge
t'Vf'ntually dism1ssed on the appl cat
the prosecution but not until the Ill
bPPn sPntenced to actual jail term'
I or this court case, s1milar to
othPrs, the public paid between $1
mdl1on 1n governmental public
\i\ 1thout ,my JUd1c1al deciSIOn, the
trial <1Ssoc1ated thP defrndants
v1olence, thereby JUStlfymg
rt'IHPssion, says l ve Cary
Over the past year, iour
provocatPurs have admitted thev
lmPd by the 1-BI or local police t
plan ,md Pxecute terronst acts
A tormPr student of the Un1ver
Alabama, Charles Grimm, alleges 11 11
1131 agent who mstructed h1m to
buddmgs and throw f1re bombs
~annes of Seattle ~ays an 1-BI agent ,.,,._,,nrll•
hm1 mstructions to destroy the f
l'omt floatmg bridge w1th i1ve
.~ccomp li c.es, and to 'Pnsure that
md1v1dual who set the bomb d1cd •
booby-tr apped explosion" Jeff O~IMIII . ..
t l,ums an FB I agent supplied h1m
money to purchase fuses and blastmg
to demonstrate to a group of rad1cats
to manufactu re bombs.
!he fourth man was LOUIS lac'."'""'·'•
Los Angeles police department agent
,mnounced JUSt less than a year ago
poliCf' planned to provoke v1olence l' ·-~~ ···~--•
years pol1tical conventions, 1\h1ch
ongmdlly ~cheduled for San D1ego
A< cordmg to 1 ackwood the plan
Initiated "" months before when a
of "high-ranking police officers
\\lth ,, plan that would be a tina!
to ,,II militant problem~ m 1\mPriCo

I wPlvP months P<Hiier 1t \\ds '""'"".......... .
th,1t tht' R,md CorporatiOn "lh1nk
hdd bPen commiSS ioned to cond
tPt~Sibility study" on cancrllat10n
t1J72 Plections.
The story was f1rst unco1
by a Washington correspondent tor
'sPwhouse newspaper cham, \\
I toward , who cla1mPd he learned th;
tlw wife of a Rand corporation
Rt•ason given by president1al
tor the study to Rand was
con cern .. about the country's
sPcunty and thP chances of
Plenwnts
d1srupting
opPrations, includ ing nat1onal el
The Rand study would "enviSion
'1tuat10n where rebell ious factions
Ioree or bomb threats would mal
unsafe to conduct an election, and _,.,.,...,.,
prov1de the pres1dent w1th a plan ot
t1on"
1 he Wall Street Journal also m.u........ , ... ,
the report. and Los Angeles f ree
reporters wPre told by Rand l'lllp
th,1t they had done a good and nght
111 publishmg the story".

I ou1s I ackwood 's history 1s a.1
tprpqmg .1s h1s allegations, ~uggestm
unrPdl life ,1daptation of the teJ€•ve,;,.allsldPI
' t'ri<'S ·· 1o Lllch ,1 I hief"
In ll)b2 he was arrf'Stf'd <IS a mo.m"-""'-··~ - 1
1,u theft rmg, and offerPd a nor·,•lltPm"
'<'ntPnCP 1f he t~gre!'d to work \\lth m"- """
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car theft rmg 1 ackwood's
(Ontdins ~pveral entries for
penaltiPs M<' regarded as
light
accompanymg the police
1ackwood as a valuable
nd it was in this role that he
polittctll \\ork wtth the Los
Pohcr lkpartment Crtmtnal
sect10n (CCS)
1 ackwood's
of hts mfiltratton and acttvittes
Black Panther Party has been
.ts "( onmtent, detailed and
poilttctllly right or left," said
It's not a thing where I feel I
nght or left It 1s a.t1me when
nght and left (should demand)
department of los Angeles
)novocatPurs I feel once th1s
11 clrarPd up that the Black
the Chtcano can clean up thetr
mg of 1 ackwood's evidence
Rt>search and lnvestigatmg
took almost three months, and
ttme, Tackwood continued to
undt>r a cover story given to
that he \\dS spymg on the
to journalist Michael Blake,
discovered the story
mformation on the activ1t1es of
loy tirmly m the mformer's
""~~'''An that most radical ac-

said the plan entailed the
detonatton of bombs during
in conjunctton with an
not outstde, to create a
national emergency so mass
dNentton of poltttcal activtsts
place
\\Ould be designed "to
of delegates, creatmg d
hvstt>ria that would then
:--:1xon wtth the popular
essary to declare a state of
l'!llergency.
would order the arrest of
,md leit-wmg revoluttonanes
the 1972 Plecttons He could
emergency powers leading
ton of political acttvists
would be achieved"
Post published the
front page, and it appeared in
ork Ttmes and Los Angeles
otherwtse it appeared that a
applied
to the Chicago Journalism
this year : fhe stones were
.tround the communes and
of the Woodstock Natton v1a
SNvice and College Press
.Jctrd truer to the tenets of
than had the more

W.tshington co rrespondent
contacted the FBI and asked
ltatemPnt on the T ackwood
officials
cla tm e d
no
the affair and asked Nelson
runk or tnpping''
reaction 1s strange when one
~f>l'>on IS ~on of the fourth
m the I·Bl The Bureau
unu1ual non -commtttal
1 th.w one hour later. That
·ad (t•rnphasis added) :
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Even if Paul Revere could've been diagnosed as a
raving paranoid schizophrenic, it doesn't mean
that the British weren't coming
" ThP allegattons of Tackwood are
( ompl<'t<'ly false as far as the FBI is
<oncerned. The charges were publicly
rPfutPd by Tackwood himself on Oct 6 in
tlw offtce of the Los AngPies dtstnct attorney with t1 Los AngPies Ttmes reporter
prPsent '
( It IS necPssary to identify that reporter
.1~ Jerry CohE>n, who was trusted wtth two
other reportprs to secret press conferences
wtth I dckwood, and then arranged a
police ratd HE> was relieved from the story
by the TimPs, whtch last reported that he
\\dS on ('Xtended leave of absence and was
not avdilable )
1ackwood's allegations are stmdar to the
operatton plann<>d by the characters
.mPsted m thP Watergate affatr-only the
locatton dtff<>rs.
'WhPn the convention was moved to
Mtami, a whole new group of street peop le
would have to set the mdteu for controntattons," says Mae Brussel , the self~tyled co nsptracy investigator. "Some
pPrsons could be imported. Local variettes
would be better The radical , emotional,
"'ell-tramed, constantly-provoked Cuban
<'xile commumty could be worked up
~ufftctently "
If th<>rP wE're a consptracy to mduce a
'tate of emergency at the Republican
<onvent1on m Mtamt , 1t failed when the
organizers were arrested at Watergate
But, Mae adds, 'the stgntftcance of the
Wt~tPrgate affair is that every element
tH•cessary for a polittcal coup d'etat m the
UnitPd ~tatPs was assembled at the time of
thPir .Hrest
·1 he team of men represented at the
hotel went all the way from the White
House with 1ts E:mergency Contmgency
Unit, walktP talktes and pnvate radto
trt'quency, to the patd street provocateurs
,mel troops who would execute the
t'lll!'rgf'nc i es
I he WatergatP raid of June 17 was
dtscovered when dn obviously uninformed
'Pnmty guard at the budding found a
pi<'Ce of tapP holding open door locks.
I he men arrested at the scene were
).tnws McCord, Bernard Baker, Frank
Sturgis, l.:ugPnto Martmez, and Vtrgdio
Conzales Howard Hunt and George Ltddy
wc•re
c harged
later .
All
seven
h.1d ( lA connections if not expenence,
.tnd ,til had workt>d with the Cuban "expatriob' \\ho mounted the abortive Bay of
l'tgs tnvasion on the Canbbean Island m
1%1 .
jamPs McCord had served 1n both the
I l31 and the C IA, and also served wtth a 16mdn unit attached to the Whtte House and
specializing in "emergencies, radicals and
contingency plans" m event of war. He
was chief of security for "Fairfax Hi~hway
Research Station", a CIA outfit in Langely
Vtrginia from 1951 to 1970, and was
salaned security co-ordinator for the
Commtttee to Re-Elect Rtchard Nixon until
arrested.
lloward Hunt worked in the CIA for 21
\<>.us, .md later shared offices with Robert
Bennet and Douglass Caddy, co-founders
ot thP radtcdl nght-wmg Young Americans
tor I rPPdom {Y A~) Caddy has been found
tn <on t<'mpt of court for refusing to answer
.1 'eri<'s of grdnd jury questtons about the
l.lid
Hunt originally set up the Watergate
t<'dmtn 1971, but .1t that limP hts only task
\\,1\ to pre\Pnt IE't~ks from the Whtt<' House
to tH'\\ 'P<lPPr'> , .11ded by C!'orge L tddy
Late last year, the two turned thetr attention' to lh<' gatlwn ng of intelligPnce for
u.;,p .1g.1mo;t tht> lJ<'mouats 111 this yPar's
( .tmp.ugn
,\1< ( ord JOtn('(l the Committee ior the
RP-PI<'< t1on of tlw PrPsident m OctobPr
1971, tollmwd by Liddy m DPcember
llunt then r<'trllttPd B.~rker, v.ho brought
\\tth him tlw t<'ant of Martinez, Sturgis and
I hP \.\' cllt'r1!ate team was

Paul Krassner
I he operation was evidently fmanced
(.t l IPdst supPrftcially) by the Commtttee
tor thE' l<e-<'l<'ctton of the President, which
patd B.uker $114,000 m ftve cheques
drawn on a Mexi<an bank to preserve thetr
,monymity
It ts the ptlym<>nts m.1de to the CRP, the
'ourcps of the money, and the date on
\\htch the CRP rPcetvPd the funds which
has dtctated most of the space m mass
nH•dtd reports on the Watergate raid.

~ ~~~
~our days aftPr the ratd, Martha Mtt<hell, wife of the former Attorney General
\\ho .11 that t1me headed N1xon's rePiectton comm1ttee, called UPI reporter
I IPIPn l hom as by phone from Newport,
California
" I am a political prisoner," she said. " I
!..now dtrty thmgs, I saw dtrty things and I
gavE' John an ultimatum I would leave
him if he didn' t get out. I am not going to
qand for all those dirty tricks that go on "
M.~rtha told Thomas that she had been
,1ssaulted by guards asstgned to her by the
rP election commtttee. "( lhey) threw me
down on the bed-five men did 1t-and
'tuck .1 needle m my behmd "
Ms. Mitchell may be able to provtde
turthPr information m a book she has
promiwd to write about the Watergate
,lffair t1nd her part m 1t
But to ,\.1ap Brussel, the verdtct IS
.tlrPady clear.
·ThP mt~nner m wh1ch Martha was
handled stmply mdtcates how the fasctst
poltcP agf'nts are forced to treat any
wttness to their Pspionage acts . Parts of
that mv1s1ble government wPre vtstble to
M.utha MtlthPII and she pantcked. Martha
has to be a political prisoner because she
\\ciS a witness to somE> kmd of dtrty work.
'A htgh summit meetmg was held
bt>twPt>n Joh n Mitchell and prestdent
Ntxon Both came out of it agreeing on two
thmgs WtvPs of poltttctans sometimes
h,we a ditftcult t1me entertainmg them'elves, .mel Martha only had 'one guard"
trom the < ommittee to re-elect Rtchard
NIXOn."

J)JJ)J JJJ JJ
There has only been isolated mention of
the roles the members of the Watergate
raid mg team mtended to play at the
I<Ppublican party convention m Mtami .
~or preliminanes, McCord Associatesdirector James McCord - was con tracted
'to provide all secunty for the Republican
conventton ". The Republican party was
the ftrst and only client of McCord
Assoctates, whtch may explam why
M< Cord was assigned his own radio
trPquency on May 7 th1s year
M< Cord Assoctates was not ltcensed to
perform secunty servtces, as required by
l.1w I he firm 's charter menttons nothing
( oncNnmg '>ecunty work And McCord
Associates was not legally incorporated
until Novt>mb<'r 19 last year - several
\\('('"' .ttl(•r thP <ontract had bPPn stgned
\\ 1th tlw RPpublican national commtttee
At tlw .. anw time as McCord was
gu,mling the tonvention hall tn Miami,
otlwr nwmlwr' ol thP \..YatergatP team
p l.mtwd to lw out 111 the streets demon'tr,ltmg.
BPrnard Bc~rk<>r told Mtami fnends that
·,onwthmg 1s gomg to happen at the time
ol tlw <onventtons" As yet, no account
h,ts < onw tom c~rd ,1s to what Bc~rker did
\\ tlh $114 ,000, Pxrepl that d bugging
dPvitP (0\1 'id,'iOO, the raiders \\Pre found
with $5,300, and Liddy paid McCord
'!>1

Bt~rkE'r could have had up to $100,000 in
< nsp $100 notes wtth whtch he could
produce hts "~omPthing to happen"
B,trkN, Sturgts, Marttnez and Gonzales
have .111 been tdenttftPd in assoctatton with
thP plann111g of nght-wtng demonstrations
m Mtamt
(SturgiS ca iiE'd two private Cathol1c
colleges tor ' lodging in August for Young
I<Ppublicdns". Martmez was also planning
to tmport somP 3,000 stmdar mdividuals,
probably nwmbers of YAF or similar
organtzattons )
A~ Mae Brussel observes " Arrested with
)amPs McCord were poltttcal extremtsts,
vtolently antt-communtst intelligence
,1gents fhey were all plannmg conventton
demonstrations E:ach of these mPn would
m,lkP McCord's JOb more dtfficult 111
Mtc1m1 unless thPy were workmg as a team
for another purpose

~~~~
I her<' was no state of Pmergency
declared .tt the Republican conventton m
August, no attempt was made to overthrow the Amencan government.
And dt the present ttme, there IS no
<'VIdPnt r<•ason why any rtght 1..,ing group
should want to seize power before an
Plectton whtch IS almost certam to return
l<ichard Ntxon to the prestdency
There IS no pos1t1ve proof of involvenwnt m a consptracy by the
prestd<'nt, the Republican party, the White
House, th<' CIA or the FBI However,
govPrnm!'nt agPnctes ha've protected those
mvolved tn the Watcrgate affair.
I hP Just tee dPpartmPnt dtd not tssue any
'earch warrants for the homes of the seven
persons mvolvE'd, nor did tl obtain a court
ordPr prevent111g the CRP from destroymg
\Oilw of 1ts records whteh could have been
potPntlal PvtdPnce
The seven nwn who ratded the
W.ltergatP dtd plan to stage demon~trattons 111 Mtami, but no reason has been
given .1s to their cause.
lh<'ir .11m could have been stmply to
torce thP Ntxon admimstratton to mtroduce 'tronger act1on agamst militant
radtcals, or thPy may have had similar
tdeas to thP htgh-ranking poltcP offtcers"
described by Tackwook who wanted a
'l mal solutton to all mdttant problems m
AmNtca"
hnally, this writer is unable to confirm
or deny thP existence of a conspiracy to
overthrow thP present system of governmPnt 111 lh<' Untted States But the material
,tvailable suggests such a conspt racy,
supported by the radical right wmg, and
this, I believe, IS sufficient cause for alarm
throughout thP world

l'htl ~\e~t ts former edttor of •\lternative
)('rvtce in Australta and ts presently
tr,J\ dltng and 1\·orking tn f\lorth America
Ne1"~

Ma(' Bru\\cl ha-. digested over 300 books
on espionage and related ~ubjecls (in
addition to rC'ading eight newspapers a
cia}/. .JIJ(/ ha' cro~s-referenced the entire
.!(> 1 alum<'' of the Warren commission
report on the assasstnat10n of president
1\<•nned) '>lw weaves a somewhat inueclible conrwct10n between recent tn
udenh ancl the " invisible go1ernment " of
thP United States
Her
15-year old
"'/led last vear in a
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Before vasectomy consider
the sperm bank
Cryogen Laboratories Inc ., K . h
ztc ener

742 King St. West,

LITTLE SHORT STOP
223 WEBER NORTH

GO

TERM PAPERS

TEAM
01

Send for your descriptive. up·to·date,
128·page, mail order catalog of 2,300
qual1ty termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover posta1e and handlinE.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

University & Weber
Open 7 days a week 9.00 - 11.00
one free loaf of CHRISTIE'S BUTIERMATE

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493

BREAD with each purchase of bag or jug milk

" We need a local salesman"

DAD

/

•••

THE
BREAKTHROUGH
SKATE BROKEN

'

DOWN ...

It's the third quarter. Your
team is surging ahead. Your
cheers are lift ing their spirits.
They depend on you. And
during football season, with
games every weekend, there s
just no time out fo r your
period. Tam pax tampons
were made for that reason.
And for all the jumps, splits
and turns you have to
execute.
Because Tam pax tampons
are worn internally, you can
move in comfort and confidence. And they expand in
three directions to really
protect you.
When your team 's dependrng
on your "GO , GO, GO!"
it's good to know you can
depend on Tam pax tampons
-and really go.
Our only interest Is protecting you.

0(\. (LOf'[D IY A. DOCTOR
NOW LIS[O !If MllUOh$ 01' "'OM ( N

TAMPA X TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
:ANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD
BARRIE, ONTARIO

This is Daoust's National
300- without the kangaroo
leather casing. Constructed
of top quality materialstested for strength and
durability- this boot gives
you the comfortable fit
Daoust is famous for. When
you ask for the National
300, you're asking for the
best - a skate you can
depend on ... year after
year.
Daoust distinction
With over 75 years of
expenence, Daoust has
created an impressive line
of skates- including the
superb National 100 and
the rugged Junior Pro ...
the skate for the future
superstar.
The Daoust line also
includes ladies'
skates. Of solid
construction
..__..c. and elegant
- - - - - look, this
model- the Ice Balletts a Daoust top seller.

Famous features of the
National 300:

1. Genuine kangaroo
leather.
2. Snug heel f1t pattern.

10. Steel shank.
11. Reinforced telescopic
eyelets.

12. Soft pliable inner lining.
13. Tempered steel cups,
tube and blade.

3. Full ballistic nylon mesh
interlinrng for maximum
foot protection.

14. Unbreakable tempered

4. Fully lined with Engl ish
kip leather.

15. Steel and two anti-rust

5. Leather outsole reinforced at shank with
special pegs fo r extra
strength.

16. Rockwell Test blade

6. Pro style leather sole
with heel lift.

steel safety guard.
copper rivets at heel
secure boot to blade.
reading of 58-60.

17. Shoe treated with
Sanitized" process.

7. Rigid box toe guaranteed.
8. Long moisture-resistant
counters.
9. Tough resistant tendon
guard.

The official skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association.

mber 16, 1
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'different kind of play

579-0401A

~ilk

lH
N

he
. dding
a·c hine
l'ta've seen THE AMERICAN
you've fought Black Bart
DUDE, you've visited DR
UT'S
EARTHLY
and you've enjoyed a
evening of HORROR.
do you go from there?
.THE ADDING MACHINE, a
kind of play that Player's
is presenting in a different
of way. THE ADDING
~was written in 1923 but
lllaut aow and you as well as
America in the 20's. It's
to 5, about people who think
about people who
their whole lives addiri'
It's also about people who
immoral that they think
of lying around ali - day
music and laughing and
pictures and singing and
things and dancing. It's
. Zero, an American
century everyman who
eats, excretes, and goes
confusing heaven.
-.cally, the play moves
through eight separate
in Mr. Zero's life, his
OFFICE, PARTY-TIME,
JAIL, GRAVEYARD

-.m<>M,

BLUES, HEAVEN, and SUPER
HYPER-ADDING MACHINE. In
these short scenes, the play flows
in and out of melodrama, realismnaturalism, romantic comedy,
stylized ensemble theatre, and
expressionism.
Our production is in the round,
thus providing an intimate theatre
for all the viewers whether they sit
on the floor level or in the gallery.
Already many people have become
interested in the massive sets and
magnificent costumes that many
hours of work have put together
just for this production.
This is your chance to see a
major play be a major playwright,
a different kind of play in a different kind of way, a chance to see
live and local theatre. If you're
interested in theatre, you're interested in THE ADDING
MACHINE.
Tickets are on sale now or you
can pay at the door. Price for
students is $1.00, for non-students
$1. 75. The play will be performed
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of
this week <Nov. 16, 17, 18) at 8:30
p.m. in the Theatre-Auditorium.
Come see it.

Players' GUifcfP,eparlnc for their produc:tlorl OfTheAddfng-Machirleto tiiP'risented Thu~~:y.
Friday, ans Saturday nitesat 8:30pm In theTA.
~ photo by M. Wells

Dr. Untlaut's Earthly Kingdont
by Penny Rose

with only a few minor hesitations.
And the seasons they go
Mike Ruth, originally cast for
round and round
Doctor Umlaut would perhaps
And the painted ponies go
have played a more ey~H:atching
up and down
rele, but the lithe and dynamic
We're captive on the
dimension of peter cumming's
carousel of time
acting cannot be faulted. UnWe can't escape we can only
forseen circumstances brought on
look behind
the change in parts, and the
From where we came
adaptability of the Guild is to be
And go round and round and
<:redited.
round
Phyllis Gottlieb, creator of the
In the circle game
Kingdom, has a Blakean concept of
Joni Mitchell
the human condition. Earth is tom
Soldiers,
undertaker, by the conflicts of man in
clocksellers, onlookers, rabble- Generation. In their mimetic
rousers, young woman, old movements and gaudy faces the
woman, whore, and broom-girl, players suggested Christmas
these make up Doctor Umlaut's baubles, all surface glitter and
Earthly Kingdom, where for a hollow within. Reality is the jerky
small fee his magic potion will music of a freak show, often sliding
bring oblivion.
out of tune. Beulah-land, where all
The Player's Guild acted out this conflicts are resolved, is a slumber
"whirling ball of vanities, Ec- in spirituality. Is relief to come
clesiastes read to carnival music" through escape to Beulah, or

through creativity on earth? In
human warmth, at the play's close,
the freak show joins·and seems to
affirm the latter.
Whatever the answer, a situation
was presented to the audience by
four creative actors in a
provocative medium. Veronica
Blythe's assault on spectators, and
Grace Huisman's portraya; of
abandoned motherhood, were both
excellent. Mark Cumming as an
undertaker who could not sell
death and would not buy life was
tragic.
In all it was a visually effective
performance and the poetic quality
of "Doctor Umlaut's Earthly
Kingdom" was superb. From this
crazy circus world there are three
reliefs: oblivion in a magic potion,
escape to serene Beulah, or a
creative existence in brotherhood.
The question asked is age-old, the
solution ever new.

SNOB LTD. BOUTIQUE
32 KING EAST KITCHENER

GRAND OPENING
ntale & fetnale clothing
nlUr\mrol \Hldfro\

pour

,IJ3ljalollo
----··-~

---

BAGATELLE COAT
REG: $170°0
NOW ONLY $8888

INOB LTD.

UTIQUE

ANY PANTS
IN
STORE
$3°0 OFF

RETURN THIS COUPON
5% DISCOUNT ON ALL ITEMS
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Volleyball

Arts
and Sciences

Final lear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the mo&t exc1tmg roles 1n business management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally -trained man
the scope is limitless .
D1scuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 22 and 23
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Off1ce
If th1s ume 1s not conven1ent. please contact us directly:

Phone: 744-1171

'Guelph
Upsets
WLU
by Lois Aicken
In a very close and exciting
contest, Guelph defeated WLU,
taking the best 3 out of 5 games .
The first game started out with
some strong serving by Colleen
Shields who racked up 5 points
before Guelph got the ball back.
Pat Kocher replied with 5 more
points, Tish Garrett with 3, and

Mary Lynn Montani with 2, ending
the game 15-12 for WLU.
The second game was just as
close with service points shared by
Colleen, Mary Lynn, Sandy
Slotergraff and Sue Kogut. It
ended in a win for Guelph though;
score: 15-13.
In the third game, WLU slacked
off and lost 15~, but returned to
win the fourth game by a 15-12
margin. A decisive factor ' in
WLU's rally to win the game came
after Marie Theiss' service point,
and subsequent loss of serve. A
rotation mixup on Guelph's part,
much to the disgust of the Guelph
coach, ended when the referee took
away their last point and awarded
the ball back to WLU. This was the
turning point of the game for the
Hawks, who went on to make up for
their easy defeat by Guelph in the
third game.
The fifth game started out badly
for WLU. After Colleen Shields'
single point, Guelph got the ball
and chalked up 9 straight points.
Mary Lynn Montani put WLU back

in the game with 7 consecWII
hard overhand serves, that Guejl
had trouble returning. Pat Koch«
Tish Garrett and Sandy Slotegnl
added 6 more points, and the san
eventually became tied 14·14. Aflll
several nerve-wracking attellljAI
by both teams, Guelph got a-jXlll
and took the lead. Then wu; Ill
the ball back, but failed to SMI
point. Guelph finally ended II
game by scoring that last declilt
point.
It must be recognized, 1M#
that we have a team capalie
defeating one of Guelph's calilr!
It is unfortunate that 2 ~
decide a close contest like this 1111
overall win by Guelph doesn
reflect how close the game mDl
was. Unfortunately, as in ev!!l
game played, one team must
and one must lose, no matter hoi
close the score is. Congratulatm
to Howie Shaeffer and the fur
team effort by his girls •
displayed their ability und
pressure, and will hopefully cllll
this one up as good experim

written merely on the first fifteen
or so moves. This analysis has
become virtually a science and it is
here that most masters leave their
names in chess history. It is also in
the opening that many of the
greatest blunders are made.

a > If 6 . .. . , Kxg5, 7. d4ch, Kh4 l
Qf4ch, Kh5 ; 9. Qg5 mate, orif6.
Kg7 ; 7. N e6ch winning the queen 1
if 6 .... , Ke5 ; 7. Nf7ch winning Ill
queen.

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Hal1fax. Samt John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto
Ham1lton • K1tchener • Lo ndon • Wmdsor • Thunder Bay
W mn1 peg. Regma • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • V1ctona

by Frank Sexton
" Forewarned is forearmed " is
an old cliche that still holds true
today. In chess especially, it is
highly appropriate. To have advance knowledge of your opponent's opening, his positional
likes, his tactical weaknesses, and
various other factors, allows you to
chart a plan of attack against his
play that will be virtually
guaranteed to give you an advantage.

A D1N0 DE LAUMNTIIS pt-llon A TIRENCE YOUNG f•lm
Fr0101 Col...,.la Picturn

IS IT AS GOOD AS THE GODFATHER?
THE ANSWER IS NO. IT'S BETTER!"
NBC TV CHICAGO

I
•

' j l (~
~~ ·

_

_

• -

~--------------~
2 Shows Nightly, 7 & 9:20. frH List
& Senior Citizens' Privilegos

Can~llod t.r This p,.gral'(l

• __

'

The key area in which this is
accomplished is the opening. It is
here that the future course of the
game is determined and here that
most players go astray. In fact so
much emphasis has been placed on
this aspect of the game that there
have been hundreds of books

BOROCHOW - FINE
1. e4, Nf6; 2. e5, Nd5 ; 3. c4, ~~ l

This week I have two games for
your edification both of which
feature some of the greatest
mistakes in chess history. If one
learns by mistakes then these
players learned a great deal.
BOBOWUBOV- MEISTER
1. e4, d6 ; 2. Nf3, Nd7 ; 3. Bc4, g6; 4.

Bxf7ch, Kxf7 ; 5. Ng5ch , Kf6; 6.
Qf3ch ; Black resigns (a).

d4, Nc6 ; 5. d5, Nxe5 ; 6. c5, Nbc4'
f4, Black resigns. (a )
a > Black will lose one of lht
knights.

* * * *

Remember that the chess club
s till meeting twice a week
Wednesdays and Mondays at i
in rooms 3-309 and 3-313. Our
championship will commence
November 20 and we hope f(l'
large turn-out.

by j d barber
2 LAUGH
RIOTS

FRIENDS! ROMANSt COUNTRYMEN!

LEND ME YOUR WIVES!

MPell

FRI. SAT. MON. TUE. FROM 7 P.M.

4th BIG WEE
YOU HAVEN'T SEEN
ANYTHING UNTIL YOU'VE
SHN EVERYTHING!

The term " Double-dummy "
applies to a hand that can always
be made or defeated, but not by the
normal lines of play. Today's hand
would not be made by a normal
line of play. You are expected to
look at all four hands, and make
the contract using that information.
The auction is perhaps a little
aggressive. The final contract is
not the best, but it certainly has a
play.
Dealer: South
Vulnerable Both

AJN:il AOUJII$.OIAAUS H. J0FR 1M IIICOSICY/GDIU-

WOODY ALLEN'S
"EVERYTHING YOU f.JY/AYS WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT SEX*
418UTWERE AFAAID TOPS<."

North
3
H. 52
D. A K6
C. A K 6 54 3 2

s.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY 7& 9
MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M.

THERE WAS

NO

l1~.11T

TO

THE ll0:1:10R

West
S. K 10 6
H. 10
D. Q 10 9 8
c ..QJ1098

.. . NO END
TO 'JHE

·,,_, l'l~~nlf&;) cr:

t~~~'::i~ aa 'ftiE

liEFUS

STUART WHITMAN
JANET WEIGH

South
I ht.
2 sp.
4 ht.

Gel
both color

i ht.

East
S. 8 7 54 2
H. Q 8 7 6
D. J 7 5

c. 7

South
S. A Q J 9
H. A K J 9 4
D. 4 3 2
C. VOID
West
North
2 cl.
pass
. 3 di.
pass
4 NT.
pass
6 di.
pass
All pass ....

retain c ommunications, and
separate the tricks declarer has
a vailable. South wins the ace of
clubs, discarding a diamond at
trick one, and continues with
dummy's king at trick two. At this
point his further line of play
depends on how east plays to this
trick.
'

overtrump and claim.
If east discards a diamond,
will now throw a small spade,
take a trump finesse. He will~
enter dummy with a diamond,
take another trump finesse
lead all his trumps save
leaving this position :

If east trumps, south will overtrump, cash the ace of spades, and
lead the queen of spades, trumping
if west covers, or continuing with
another spade if he does not. He
will now lead a trump, and finesse
the jack, draw trumps, and claim.
If east discards a spade,
declarer trump the king of clubs
small, cash the ace of spades, and
take a ruffing finesse on the king of
spades. He will now take a trump
finesse for the queen, cash his
remaining spades, enter the
dummy with a diamond and trump
a club as east discards a diamond,
and re-enter dummy with a
diamond, leaving this position with
the lead in dummy :
North

North
S. 3
H. -D. A 6
c. 6 5
East
IMMATERIAL

S. -H. -D. 6

3

c. 6 5

East
pass
pass
pass
pass

West
IMMATERIAL

East

s. ·--

H. Q 8 7
South
D. S. H. A K 9 c. -D -C. --

West
S. K 10

H. -D. Q 10
C. J
South
S. A Q J
H. 4
D. 2
C. On the lead of south's last trump
west can find no safe discard
spade will establish declam
spade suit, and a club will allot
dummy's clubs to run. If 1
discards a diamond, south will leal
a diamond to dummy, and cash~
six of diamonds, throwing a spalt
West will have no safe discard&
this trick. A spade will estabM
declarer's spades, and a club'
set up dummy's six of clubs.

** * * * * *

by Brian St
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AWKS OUAA CHAMPS
"'e are Waterlooans and we
not be moved!"
the message that most of
spectators received at
's Stadium on Saturday
Golden Hawks defeated
of Western Ontario
. to take the Ontario
Association Championship
Yates Cup that goes with it.
message came verbally
Hawk fans after each of the
toochdowns that paved the
the 38·27 victory, but more
the message was
the determination
the Hawks themnever gave up,
fighting back to tie the
at halftime 10 all and again
third quarter 17 all. It took
seven minute mark of the
quarter before the Hawks
secured an eleven point
eventually proved the

lose one

..

i:l barber

prth
3

outh
. A Q J

.4
. 2

Hawks displayed another
team effort but it is the ofwhich must get special
for their outstanding
They scored 38 points
a defence which had
on the average, just over
points per game all season.
the same defence that held
to only seven points in
first encounter. The drives
e!XIed in scores were all
with the shortest being
and the longest 71.
was given the benefit of
the ball on the opening
could not generate an
Lutheran took over at
39 yard line and quickly
work establishing their
nmning attack. It took
plays before Fred
from the two yard
third down gamble when
needed just one yard for
. Quarterback Wayne
assisted McLean into the
for the major. The big
tbe drive was a 24 yard
Gerry Blacker around the
Wally Parker booted the
five converts. Score 7-0.
three exchanges with
team making any adPassmore broke lose
gain moving the ball
30 yard line. This
a 22 yard field goal by
the Hawks stalled on
line. Score 10-o.
was not about to lay
After a bad punt had
ball on the Hawk 50
~erence call brought it
Hawks held but Paul
the Mustangs on the
a 43 yard field goal.
less than three
the half Lutheran
a third down and
situation on their
coaching staff decided
Ted Passmore made
but before the play
ball came loose and
. They quickly
turnover into a
Dave Kerr scored
Score: 10·10.
change of events
the momentum to
into the third
Hawks came out

revitalized and pinned Western
deep in their own end, forcing them
to punt. The Hawks took over on
the Mustang 43. In four plays
Passmore scored from the 12 on
the option play. Allison somehow
managed to pitch the ball even
though he was being tackled. On
the previous play Passmore had
rambled 19 yards to set up the
score.
Once again Western came back,
this time with a 57 yard drive that
was highlighted by a 28 yard gain
on whatlooked to be a broken play.
Again the score was tied: 17-17. By
this time everyone in the stadium
was standing up as the tension
became unbearable. Fortunately
the Hawk offence didn't tighten up,
driving 66 yards the next time they
got the ball. Blacker scored from
the 15 yard line on the option play
behind a great block by Passmore.
Convert good: 24-17.
The defence held Western but
unfortunately the Hawk offence
stalled and gave the Mustangs first
down at the 49 after a very poor
punt. Western got two first downs
but stalled when Gary Mueller
tipped a second down pass. They
had to settle for a 35 yard field goal
by Knill. Score: 24·20.
After a poor kick off the Hawks
moved the ball 60 yards for what
proved to be the winning touchdown. Again it was Passmore who
broke a tackle and raced 46 yards
for the major on an off tackle dive.
Parker convert good: 31·20.
With only eight minutes left
Western was finally forced to
realize that the Hawks were not
about to give up. On a third down
gamble the Hawk defensive line
stopped Kerr giving the offence the
ball on downs on the Mustang 53.
On the first play Fred McLain
broke through the centre of the
line, veered to the right, picked up
a key block by Roan Kane, and
battled his way to the 2 yard line.
On the next play he scored the last
Hawk touchdown which closed the
casket. Convert good. Score: 38·20.
Western did come back and
score again but it was all in vain as
the Hawks coasted to their 38-27
upset victory and the championship.
Statistically the game was very
close with the Hawks having 404
yards offence all on rushing.
Western accumulated 343 yards
total. They completed 17 of 36
passes for 195 yards and one touchdown. The Hawks went 0 of 6
passing as Allison and company
decided to stick with the ground
game.
Individually Passmore was a
stand out getting 209 yards on 19
carries and 2 touchdowns. McLain
also had an exceptional game with
124 yards on 16 carries and 2 touchdowns. Blacker got 60 yards on 14
carries. Unfortunately they don't
keep statistics on good blocks
because the entire offensive line
would have been in double figures.
The Hawk defence gave a very
creditable performance even if
they did give up 27 points. Even
though they only intercepted one of
36 passes they did manage to
deflect several passes causing
them to change direction and thus
go incomplete. Except for several
lapses they did manage to control
Western's ground game and thus
limiting sustained drives.

Hawk offence doing what it does best-the option play. Allison 16 keeps the ball until he is doomed then
photo by M. Wells
pitches to halfback Passmore 34.
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MR. MANN

15 pt D1amond
only $129.95

$150
0

Stores m Guelph, Galt,
Brantford, K1tchener &
St Cathennes

10 per cent

WALTERS

CREDIT JEWELLERS LTD

EANERS
Across from WLU

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

me Day Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

The Cord Weekly
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NOTICE
RESEARCH MATERIALS ALL TOPICS
Write or call for your up-to-date mail-order catalog of
thousands of outstanding research papers. Enclose $1.00
for postage and handling.
WE ALSO DO
CUSTOM-MADE ORDERS
CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC.
636 BEACON ST., SUITE 605
BOSTON, MASS. 02116 (617) 536-9700
We need a local agent

Writers and Photosraphers for the Cord Weekly have in their possession a press
Persons unable to produce such a pass are NOT acting on the Cord Weekly's behalf.
This press pass is wallet size, BLUE has on it the university crest. the Board of
Publication's seal, and is signed by the Editor- Trlsh Wells.
RED press passes are out of date and void.

Want to know more about
Birth Control?

Business
Administration

Final lear
Students

If you want to know more about
birth control send for the free
"How-Not-To" booklet. It gives
the facts in plain language. It's
FREE from Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands
at your drug store.

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles m busmess management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems
For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless.
D1scuss career opportunities w1th Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus

-Nov; 22 and 23

FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK

r--------------------~
I1 (il.:!J
lI

Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office.
If th1s t1me is not convenient. please contact us directly:

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Ad. , Toronto 16, Ont.

Phone: 744-1171

Please send me FREE ..THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK ..
(Pnnt clearly)

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.

I
1
1
I
I

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax • Satnt John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto
Hamilton • Kotchener • London • Wtndsor • Thunder Bay
Wtnnopeg • Regtna • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Voctona

TO: Name' - - - - - - - - - - -

Addres:;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Coty
one
Prov.
L___________________

1I
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SNOB LTD MARKET
A FEW SPACES LEFT FOR RENT
COME IN AND RENT A STALL
by the week or month.

-CANDLES-RUGS
-CRAFTS-PAl NTI NGS-ETC

SELL YOUR CREATIVE

RENT WILL INCLUDE FREE ADVERTISING
the farmer's market open saturday snob ltd market open six days weekly

APPLY AT SNOB LTD BOUTIQUE

32 KING ST. EAST KIT. 576-8260

